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Unitarity corrections to the structure functions through the dipole picture
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We study the dipole picture for the description of deep inelastic scattering, focusing on the structure func-
tions which are driven directly by the gluon distribution. One performs estimates using the effective dipole
cross section given by the Glauber-Mueller approach in QCD, which encodes the corrections due to the
unitarity effects associated with the saturation phenomenon. We also address issues about frame invariance of
the calculations when analyzing the observables.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The scattering experiments on deep inelastic electr
proton~DIS! at the DESYep collider HERA have provided
measurements of the inclusive structure functionF2(x,Q2)

as well as of theFL andF2
cc̄ in very small Bjorken variable

x values (x!1022). In these collisions the proton target
analyzed through a hard probe with virtualityQ252q2. The
momentum fraction isx;Q2/2p•q, wherep and q are the
four-momenta of the incoming proton and of the virtual ph
ton probe. In the kinematical region of smallx, the gluon is
the leading parton driving the behavior of the deep inela
observables. The standard QCD evolution@1# gives a pow-
erlike growth for the gluon distribution and related quan
ties, and this feature leads, in principle, to the unitarity v
lation at asymptotic energies, requiring control of the glu
distribution in high energies. In the partonic language, in
infinite momentum frame, the small momentum fraction
gion corresponds to the high parton density domain, whic
connected with the black disk limit of the proton target a
with the parton recombination phenomenon. These iss
can be addressed through a nonlinear dynamics beyond
usual Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi~DGLAP!
formalism ~for a review, see@2#!. A complete knowledge of
the nonlinear dynamical regime plays an important role
the theoretical description of the reactions in the forthcom
experiments of the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collide
~RHIC! and CERN Large Hardron Collider~LHC!.

In the Breit frame, the QCD factorization theorem allow
us to calculate the scattering processes through the conv
tion of the partonic subprocess with the parton distribut
functions ~PDF’s!. There, the degrees of freedom of th
theory are the quasifree partons~quarks and gluons!. On the
other hand, more recently the theoretical description of
small x physics has been widely analyzed in the target r
frame, which is a powerful tool concerning a unified pictu
for both the inclusive and the diffractive scatterings, inclu
ing vector meson production@3#. Now, the degrees of free
dom are the color dipoles, which are the simplest configu
tions considering the virtual photon Fock state expansion
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main appeal is a quite simplified picture for the differe
mentioned processes, based on general properties of q
tum mechanics.

The description of DIS in the color dipole picture is qui
intuitive, allowing a simple representation instead of the
volved one from the Breit~infinite momentum! frame, and
such framework was proposed by Gribov many years
@4#. Considering small values of the Bjorken variablex, the

virtual photon fluctuates into aqq̄ pair ~dipole! with fixed
transverse separationr at large distances upstream of th
target and interacts in a short time with the proton. Mo
complicated configurations should be considered for lar
transverse size systems, for instance the photon Fock
qq̄1 gluon. An immediate consequence of the lifetime
the pair (l c51/2mpx) to be bigger than the interaction’s on
is the factorization between the photon wave function a
the cross section dipole proton in theg* p total cross section.
The wave functions are perturbatively calculable, nam
through QED for theqq̄ configuration@5# and from QCD for
qq̄G @6#. The effective dipole cross section should be mo
eled and encloses both perturbative and nonperturbative
tent. However, since the interaction strength relies only
the configuration of the interacting system the dipole cr
section turns out to be universal and may be employed
wide variety of smallx processes@3#.

Currently, there are several models for the dipole cr
section based either in pure phenomenological paramet
tions or in a more theoretical ground~for a review, see Ref.
@3#!. The main feature in those models is the description
the energy dependence of the interaction, namely taking
account the interplay between hard and soft domains.
dipole cross section should be consistent with the sh
growth on energy at small transverse separationr ~large
gluon density! and a softer behavior for largerr ~Regge-like
phenomenology!. An additional ingredient is the expectatio
for saturation effects in high energies as a consequence o
unitarity requirements. Indeed, the growth of the gluon d
tribution should be tamed at very smallx and it has been
found that the corrections are important already in
present HERA kinematics@7#. Moreover, such effects ar
associated with higher twist contributions concerning
standard linear evolution equation, i.e., the DGLAP form
ism @8#.

Here, we take into account a formalism providing the u
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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tarity corrections to the deep inelastic scattering at smax,
namely the Glauber-Mueller approach in QCD. It was int
duced by Mueller@9#, who developed the Glauber formalis
to study saturation effects in the quark and gluon distri
tions in the nucleus considering the heavy onium scatter
Afterwards, the authors of Ref.@10# extended that approac
that has as a limit the Gribov-Levin-Ryskin~GLR! results
@11#. It is obtained as an evolution equation taking into a
count the unitarity corrections~perturbative shadowing!,
generating a nonlinear dynamics which is related with hig
twist contributions. Its main characteristic is to provide
theoretical framework for the saturation effects, relying
the multiscattering of the perturbative QCD~PQCD!
Pomeron. The latter is represented through the usual glu
ladder in the double logarithmic approximation.

Summarizing the Glauber-Mueller approach, the gluo
content of the nucleus or nucleons is obtained in the follo
ing way: in the rest frame, a virtual probe~gluon! decays into
a gluon pair interacting with the nucleon inside the nucle
The multiple scatterings of the pair give rise to the unita
zation of the corresponding cross section. The calculati
are performed in the double logarithmic approximati
~DLA !, corresponding to the conditionas!gG!1, whereas
andgG are the QCD coupling constant and the gluon anom
lous dimension, respectively. In this approximation, t
transverse separation of the pair remains fixed allowing
eikonal description for the interaction gluon pair-nucle
through incoherent multiscatterings@10#. The cross section
for the interaction can be expressed in terms of the nucl
gluon distributionxG(x,Q̃2) and of the transverse separatio
r of the gluon pair. The procedure for an initial state qua
antiquark pair is similar, up to proper color coefficients. Su
a formulation has produced comprehensive phenomeno
cal applications: the inclusive structure functionF2 @12#, the

longitudinalFL and charmedF2
cc̄ ones@13#, the logarithmic

slope ]F2 /] logQ2 @14#, and other related quantities hav
been calculated in the Breit system. The respective nuc
case has been investigated in Refs.@15# and the equivalence
with other high density QCD approaches has been repo
in Refs.@16#. Moreover, the asymptotic limit of the inclusiv
structure function and its logarithmic slope are estimated
@17#. Regarding the rest frame, Glauber-Mueller has b
also used to estimate the saturation effects for DIS and
fractive dissociation@18# as well as being considered as
initial condition for a high energy evolution equation~for a
review, see@7#!. Therefore, the Glauber-Mueller~GM! ap-
proach gives a good framework for the unitarity effec
~saturation! in the nucleon and nuclear sectors, providing t
dynamics of the observables in a quantitative level.

In this work we make use of the parton saturation form
ism to study the description of the observables driven by
gluonic content of the proton in the color dipole picture. T
inclusive structure functionF2 is calculated properly, disre
garding approximations commonly considered in previo

calculations@12,14,17#. The structure functionsFL and F2
cc̄

are presented for the first time using the Glauber-Mue
approach and the rest frame in comparison with the exp
mental data. The saturation effects are included in the ef
11401
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tive dipole cross section corresponding to the small size
pole contributions. The large dipole sizes are taken i
account through anAnsatzfor the nonperturbative region
Here, we choose to freeze the gluon distribution at la
distances@18#. The dipole framework provides a clear ide
tification in the transverse distancer range where the pertur
bative and nonperturbative sectors~soft domain! contribute
to the calculated quantities. Large dipoles correspond to
soft domain and the small ones are connected with the h
sector. As we will see, the photon wave functions play
role of a weight function selecting small dipole sizes, with
non-negligible contribution coming from the large dipo
sizes. However, when considering the production of he
quark pairs~charm and bottom!, their masses largely dimin
ish the soft contribution. These issues are addressed thro
out this paper.

This work is organized as follows. In the next section w
shortly review the deep inelastic scattering in the rest fram
introducing the main formulas for the further analysis.
Sec. III one addresses the effective dipole cross section
sidering saturation effects~unitarity corrections! encoded in
the Glauber-Mueller approach, pointing out its main prop
ties and discussing the large transverse separation cont
tion. Section IV is devoted to calculating the theoretical e
timates for the HERA observables, focusing on those o
dominated by the gluon content. In Sec. V we draw o
conclusions and comments.

II. DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING IN THE PROTON
REST FRAME

In the reference frame where the target~proton! has infi-
nite momentum the usual description of the dynamics evo
tion is the following: the emitted partons from the targ
remain quasifree for enough time in such a way that
virtual probe ~photon! detects them as real particle
~asymptotic freedom!. On the other hand, in the smallx re-
gion it is suitable to describe the evolution in a system wh
the target is at rest: in this situation the evolution is related
the partonic fluctuations of the probe and their interactio
with the nucleon. The rest frame physical picture is advan
geous since the lifetimes of the photon fluctuation and of
interaction process are well defined@19#. The simplest case is
the quark-antiquark state~color dipole!, which is the leading
configuration for small transverse size systems. Its lifeti
can be estimated by the uncertainty principle through
energy fluctuation associated with the emerging pair. T
well known coherence length is expressed asl c51/(2xmp),
wherex is the Bjorken variable andmp the proton mass. Fo
instance, in deep inelastic at HERA kinematics reachingx
;1025, the coherence length is about 104 fm, which is a
distance larger than the radius of any atomic nuclei. An i
mediate consequence of such a picture is the factoriza
between virtual photon wave functions and the interact
cross section on the corresponding amplitude in the imp
parameter space representation.~See Fig. 1.!

A striking consequence of the formulation above is th
the photoabsortion cross section can be derived from the
pectation value of the interaction cross section for the m
9-2
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UNITARITY CORRECTIONS TO THE STRUCTURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 114019
tiparticle Fock states of the virtual photon weighted by t
light-cone wave functions of these states@5#. The scattering
matrix has an exact diagonalization in theg* Fock states
representation, where the partial-wave amplitudes subje
to the s-channel unitarization are identified properly. The
the photoabsorption cross section can be cast into the q
tum mechanical factorized form,

sT,L
g* p~x,Q2!5E d2rE

0

1

dzuCT,L~z,r !u2sdipole~x,z,r !.

~1!

The formulation above is valid even beyond perturbat
theory, since it is determined from the space-time structur
the process. TheCT,L(z,r ) are the photon wave function
~for transverseT and longitudinalL polarizations! describing
the pair configuration, wherez and 12z are the fraction of
the photon’s light-cone momentum carried by the quark a
antiquark of the pair, respectively. The transverse separa
of the pair isr . The precise normalizations of the wave fun
tions can be determined through the Fock expansionugphys&
5AZ3ugbare&1Nqq̄uqq̄&, where Z3 is the g wave function
renormalization constant,ugbare& denotes the bare state an
Nqq̄ is the coefficient determining the probability of theqq̄
pair fluctuation in the photon@20#. Considering completely
normalized states, thenN qq̄

2
512Z3 and the normal-

ization for transverse photons is obtained fro
*dzd2r uCT,L(z,r )u25N qq̄

2 . The remaining normalizations
i.e., longitudinal component and cross section, are con
quently fixed@20#. The explicit expressions are well know

uCT~z,r !u25
6aem

4p2 (
i

nf

ei
2$@ z21~12z!2#«2K1

2~«r !

1mq
2K0

2~«r !% ~2!

and

uCL~z,r !u25
6 aem

4p2 (
i

nf

ei
2$4Q2z2~12z!2K0

2~er !%. ~3!

Clarifying the notation, the auxiliary variable«25z(1
2z)Q21mq

2 , with mq the light quark mass, andK0 andK1

are the McDonald functions of rank zero and one, resp
tively.

FIG. 1. Representation of the deep inelastic process, where
upper blob corresponds to the photon impact factor and the bo
one represents the proton impact factor. The corresponding two
orders in perturbative expansion~BFKL-like! are depicted.
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The quantitysdipole(x,z,r ) is interpreted as the cross se
tion of the scattering of the effective dipole with fixed tran
verse separationr @5#. It is directly dependent on the uninte
grated gluon distribution,

sdipole~x,z,r !5
4pas

3 E d2k1

k1
4

F S x

z
,k1D ~12eik1 .r !. ~4!

The unintegrated gluon distribution,F(x/z,k1), vanishes
at the gluon transverse momentumuk1u→0 @and similarly for
the factor (12eik1 .r)# due to gauge invariance, and therefo
the dipole cross section has to be infrared finite. The m
important feature of the dipole cross section is its univer
character, namely it depends only on the transverse sep
tion r of the color dipole. The dependence on the exter
probe, i.e., the photon virtuality, is included in the wa
functions.

The main technical difficulty in Eq.~4! is to model the
unintegrated gluon distribution function in a suitable wa
mainly in the small transverse momentum (kT) region~infra-
red sector!. In particular, to obtain these distributions on
should solve numerically an evolution equation, whi
makes the procedure cumbersome for practical use~instead,
for a prompt parametrization see@21#!. In general, this is
avoided introducing anAnsatzfor the effective dipole cross
section and analyzing the process in the impact param
space. The main feature of the current models in the lite
ture is to interpolate the physical regions of small transve
separations~QCD-parton improved model picture! and the
large ones~Regge-soft picture!. Below, we quote two of
them, which have connections with the work performed he

The phenomenological saturation model of Golec-Bier
and Wüsthoff ~GBW! gives a good description of DIS dat
@23#. The corresponding cross section interpolates betw
color transparency, i.e.,sdipole;r 2 at small r, and the con-
stant cross sections0 at larger ~confinement!. Such a pro-
cedure ensuresQ2 saturation, while parton saturation at lo
x is obtained with an eikonal-inspired shape for the dip
cross section,

sGW~x,r 2!5s0~12e 2r 2/Rsat
2 (x)!,

~5!

Rsat
2 ~x!54 R0

2~x!5
4

Q0
2 S x

x0
D l

,

where the parameterss0523.03 mb, x053.04 1024, and
l50.288 are fitted to the HERA DIS inclusive data withx
,1022, whereasQ0

251 GeV2 sets the dimension. The
x-dependent saturation radiusR0

2(x) scales the pair separa
tion r in the cross section and is associated with the m
separation between partons in the nucleon. This appro
was used to describe diffractive dissociation in a parame
free way, considering also the requiredqq̄G configuration.
Some criticism of the GBW model, mainly concerning a b
ter knowledge of the parton~gluon! distribution at lowr and
its saturation at smallx are postponed to the next sectio
Most of them can also be found in Refs.@3,18#.
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Our work in this paper is closer to the McDermo
Frankfurt-Guzey-Strikman~MFGS! one@24# where perturba-
tive QCD relates the dipole cross section to the leading lo
rithmic gluon distribution function in the proton, a
LLA( Q2) accuracy,

sMFGS5
p2as~Q̃2!

3
r 2xG~x,Q̃2!, ~6!

where the identificationQ̃2'Q2 is allowed at the leading
log arithmic level. A study of the dipole cross section
carried for all transverse separationsr in @24#. The smallr
region is described by the usual gluon PDF’s, evoluting w
the scale Q̃2510/r 2, while for large separations (r pion
>0.65 fm) the dipole cross section is driven by the pio
proton contribution with the typical soft energy behavi
from the hadronic sector. Moreover, the taming of the par
density is implemented by hand starting at the named crit
transverse separationr crit , stated when the dipole cross se
tion reaches one-half of its maximum value labeled by
pion-proton cross section. In connection with the pres
work, the Glauber-Mueller approach gives Eq.~6! at the
Born level. Instead of using anad hoccontrol of the gluon
distribution, the Glauber-Mueller provides corrections
quired by unitarity in an eikonal expansion. For the largr
region, we choose to follow a similar procedure from t
GBW model, namely saturating the dipole cross sect
(r -independent constant value!.

Having defined the notation and reviewed the main pr
erties settled by the rest frame representation of the d
inelastic process, in the next section we address the unit
corrections formalism contained in the Glauber-Mueller a
proach that we will consider in the calculation ofF2 , FL ,

andF2
cc̄ .

III. THE GLAUBER-MUELLER APPROACH

The Glauber formalism concerns mainly interactions w
a target nucleus, allowing us to calculate the amount of u
tarity corrections to the nuclear cross section. However,
approach can be extended to take into account the evolu
of the partonic densities~saturation! through the multiple
scatterings. Below, we review shortly the main properties
the Glauber formalism in QCD, in the nuclear case as
application to the nucleon case. We indicate the original
pers @10# for a complete presentation. It should be stres
that saturation effects mean unitarity corrections to the
servables. Indeed, the asymptotic calculations have prod
a unified ln(1/x) pattern for the cross section and gluon fun
tion instead of an effectively saturated one@17#.

Since the smallx limit is driven by the gluonic interac-
tions, we consider a virtual probeG* with invariant massQ2

which decays into a gluon pairGG having a transverse sepa
ration r and transverse momentumk. Then, the pair interacts
with the target through a gluonic ladder at fixed transve
separation. Following the discussion from Sec. II, the pho
absorption cross section for the probe particle in terms ox
and virtualityQ2 in the nuclear case is
11401
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s tot
G* A~x,Q2!5E d2rE

0

1

dzuCGG~z,r ,Q2!u2

3sGG2nucleus~x,z,r !, ~7!

where the variables have the same identification as in theqq̄
pair discussion. The quantityCGG is the light-cone wave
function for the gluon pair. The Glauber multiscatterin
theory employs the phase shift method to describe proce
at high energy for an incident particle undergoing into su
cessive scatterings. Whenx is small, the coherence lengthl c
is bigger than the mean radiusRA for all nuclei and the
interaction of the initial parton stands through the ent
nuclear path, providing coherent interactions with all targ
partons along the distancel c . These scatterings are cohere
in an interaction of a hadronic fluctuaction, i.e., quark
gluon pairs, with the nucleus. There are interference effe
among them, generating a reduction in the nuclear cross
tion, snucleus,Asnucleon. Otherwise, whenl c<RA , full inco-
herent scatterings occur leading to the expectation that
nuclear cross section equalsAsnucleon. The well-known
Glauber formula for the total cross section of a hadronic s
with the nucleus is

s tot
nucleus52E d2b~12e2(1/2)snucleonSA(b)!, ~8!

whereSA(b) is a profile function containing the dependen
on the impact parameterb, which is the conjugate variable t
the momentum transfert. It is related to the nucleon distri
bution inside the nucleus and encodes the information ab
the angular distribution of the scattering. We discuss its p
ticular shape later on. Equation~7! is quite general and al
lows us to describe the hadronic fluctuations of the photon
any virtual probe, as seen in Sec. II.

Considering the scattering amplitude dependent on
usual Mandelstan variabless andt, now written in the impact
parameter representationb,

a~s,b![
1

2pE d2qe2 iq•bA~s,t52q2!, ~9!

the corresponding total and elastic cross sections~from the
optical theorem! are rewritten in the impact parameter repr
sentation (b) as

s tot54pImA~s,0!52E d2bIma~s,b!, ~10!

sel5E d2bua~s,b!u2. ~11!

A very important property when treating the scattering in t
impact parameter space is the simple definition for the u
tarity constraint@10#. At fixed b, the constraint can be ex
pressed in the following way:

s tot5sel1s inel , ~12!

2Ima~s,b!5ua~s,b!u21Cin~s,b!, ~13!
9-4
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UNITARITY CORRECTIONS TO THE STRUCTURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 114019
with Cin(s,b) denoting the sum of contributions from all th
inelastic channels. The constraint above has a simple s
tion. If the real part of the scattering amplitude vanishes
the high energy limit, corresponding to smallx values, the
solution is

a~s,b!5 i @12e2(1/2)V (s,b)#, ~14!

s tot52E d2b@12e2(1/2)V(s,b)#, ~15!

where the opacityV is an arbitrary real function and i
should be determined by a detailed model for the interact
The opacity function has a simple physical interpretati
namelye2V corresponds to the probability that no inelas
scatterings with the target occur. To provide the connec
with the Glauber formalism, the opacity function can
written in the factorized formV(s,b)5V(s)S(b), consider-
ing S(b) normalized as*d2bS(b)51 ~for a detailed discus-
sion, see i.e.,@25#!.

From Eqs. ~15! and ~8!, we identify the opacityV(s
'Q2/x;r )5snucleon(x,r ). Moreover, it has been found tha
the same formalism for multiple scatterings can be applie
the nucleon case. To proceed, we should determine theGG
cross section. The gluon pair cross section is equivalen
the quark pair one, up to a color factor (sGG5 9

4 sqq̄). The
(qq̄ pair! dipole-proton cross section is well known@10,25#,
calculated starting from Eq.~4!, and in the double logarith
mic approximation~DLA ! has the following form:

snucleon
qq̄ ~x,r !5

p2as~Q̃2!

3
r 2xG~x,Q̃2! ~16!

with the r-dependent scaleQ̃25r 0
2/r 2. Considering Eq.~16!

one can connect directly the dipole picture with the us
parton distributions~gluon!, since they are solutions of th
DGLAP equations. In our case, we follow the calculations
Refs.@10,25# and consider the effective scaleQ̃254/r 2. Such
a value differs from@24#, where it isr 0

2510, which is ob-
tained by an averaging procedure on the transverse siz
tegral ofFL . However, in further studies in vector mesons
was found thatr 0

2 ranges from 4–15, andF2 andFL are not
sensitive to those variations. Thus, these values are co
tent in leading logarithmicQ2 approximation.

From the above expression, one obtains a dipole c
section satisfying the unitarity constraint and a framework
study the unitarity effects~saturation! in the gluon DGLAP
distribution function. Hence, hereafter we use the Glaub
Mueller dipole cross section given by

sdipole
GM 52E d2b~12e2(1/2)snucleon

qq̄ (x,r ) S(b)!. ~17!

Here, some comments are in order. The Glauber-Mue
approach is valid in the smallx region, and the gluon emis
sion is described in the double logarithmic approximation
perturbative QCD. The interaction of the quark pair with t
nucleon~proton! occurs through ladder diagrams exchan
11401
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satisfying the DGLAP equations in the DLA limit. The hig
energy limit allows us to treat successive scatterings as in
pendent collisions, meaning the process described by th
konal picture of a relativistic particle crossing the nucleu
Moreover, as a consequence of no correlation among nu
ons inside the nucleus~in the nuclear case!, there are no
correlations among partons from different partonic cascad
stressing that only the fastest parton interacts with the tar
The corrections coming from the slowest partons in the c
cade~emitted by the pair! lead to the AGL nonlinear evolu
tion equation@10#, and they have been considered recently
describe diffractive DIS in Ref.@18#. Regarding criticisms to
the Glauber-Mueller approach, we indicate the recent pa
@26# for a complete discussion about the eikonal-like mode
concerning their advantages and limitations as well as po
ing out the improvements to be taken into account to int
duce the proper corrections.

Now, we proceed to calculate numerical estimates of
dipole cross section using the Glauber-Mueller appro
through Eqs.~16!, ~17!. Then we are calculating saturatio
effects in the color dipole picture. Firstly, we need to discu
the profile functionS(b). This function contains information
about the angular distribution in the scattering, namely tht
dependence~quark pair-ladder and proton-ladder coupling!.
Both of them can be approximated by an exponential par
etrization, leading to a simple Gaussian shape in the imp

parameter space,S(b)5(A/p RA
2)e(2b2/RA

2), whereA is the
atomic number andRA is the target radius. We will keep thi
notation although we are only concerned with the nucle
case. TheRA

2 value should be determined from data, rangi
between 5 –10 GeV22 for the proton case~see discussions
in Refs.@7,18#!. For nuclear reactions, a more suitable sha
for the profile should be taken into account, since the Gau
ian approximation is no longer appropriate to describe
nuclear profile for largeA. Here, we have used the valu
(RA

255 GeV22) obtained from a good description of bot
the inclusive structure function and its derivative@14#. Such
a value corresponds to significative unitarity corrections
the standard DGLAP input even in the current HERA kin
matics.

Now, we discuss in a detailed way the main characte
tics emerging from the dipole cross section Eq.~17!. In order
to do this, in Fig. 2 one shows the Glauber-Mueller dipo
cross section as a function of dipole transverse sizer at fixed
momentum fractionx. For a better illustration of the ex
pected partonic saturation effects, we run the Bjorkenx down
to a quite small valuex51027 ~THERA region!. Hereafter,
we are using the GRV gluon distribution at leading ord
@27# in the input Eq.~16!, whose choice we justify below
The solid lines correspond to the dipole cross section ca
lation, Eq. ~17!, whereas the dashed lines are the GB
model @23# presented for comparison. The general shape
terms of the dipole size comes from the balancing betw
the color transparencysdip;r 2 behavior and the gluon dis
tribution.

Here some comments about the large transverse sep
tion are in order: although perturbative QCD provides re
able results at small distances~small dipole sizes!, the non-
9-5
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FIG. 2. The dipole cross sec
tion as a function ofr at fixed x.
The Glauber-Mueller correspond
to the solid line and the GBW
model results~dashed curves! are
also included.
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perturbative sector is still not completely understood. T
usual PDF’s are evoluted from a perturbative initial sc
Q0

2'1 GeV2, and one has little information about the b
havior atQ2<Q0

2. In general one makes use of Regge ph
nomenology to estimate those contributions~see, for instance
@24#!. Thus, extrapolating to lower virtuality regions~large
dipole sizes! one needs a parametrization regarding the n
perturbative sector.

This is the main justification of the use the Glu¨ck-Reya-
Vogt 1994~GRV94! parametrization@27# in our calculations.
Bearing in mind thatQ254/r 2, its evolution initial scale is
Q0

250.4 GeV2, allowing us to scan dipole sizes up tor cut

5(2/Q0) GeV21(50.62 fm). For the most recent param
etrizations, whereQ0

2;1 GeV2 (r cut'0.4 fm! the amount of
nonperturbative contribution in the calculations should
crease. An additional advantage is that GRV94 does no
clude nonlinear effects to the DGLAP evolution since t
parametrization was obtained from rather largex values. This
feature ensures that the parametrization does not include
tarity corrections~perturbative shadowing effects! in the ini-
tial scale.

Now, we should introduce anAnsatzfor the large trans-
verse separation region. A more phenomenological way i
match the PQCD dipole cross section with the typical h
ronic onespN at r cut as performed in@24#. However, due to
the significant growth of the PQCD dipole cross section
high energies, we choose an alternativeAnsatz: the gluon
distribution is frozen at scaler cut, namelyxG(x,Q̃cut

2 ). Then,
for the large distance contributionr<r cut the gluon distribu-
tion reads as

xG~x,Q2<Q0
2!5

Q2

Q0
2

xG~x,Q25Q0
2!, ~18!
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leading to the correct behaviorxG;Q2 asQ2→0. In a more
sophisticated case, one can substitute the frozen scaleQ̃cut

2 by
the saturation scaleQs

2(x) to take into account a realisti
value of the gluon anomalous dimension in all kinema
region ~see correlated issues in@18#!.

Recently, the phenomenological model of Ref.@23# has
produced a good description of HERA data in both inclus
and diffractive processes. It is constructed interplaying
color transparency behaviorsdip;r'

2 at small dipole sizes
and a flat ~saturated! behavior at large dipole sizessdip
;s0 ~confinement!. The expression has the eikonal-lik
form

sqq̄~x,r !5s0F12expS r 2Q0
2

4~x/x0!lD G , ~19!

whereQ0
251 GeV2 and the three fitted parameters ares0

523.03 mb,x053.0431024, andl50.288 and the notation
for the saturation radiusR0(x)5(x/x0)l/2. The GBW total
cross section lies below the typical hadronic cross sect
for instance in the pion-proton case, convoluting the p
wave function squared with the GBW dipole cross sect
we would have a constant cross section at high ener
s tot

GBW<s tot
pN . Despite describing data in good agreeme

GBW has some details that deserve some discussions
approach does not present a dynamical hypothesis for
saturation phenomena and does not match DGLAP ev
tion. In GBW, saturation is characterized by thex-dependent
saturation radiusQs

2(x)51/R0
2(x) instead of the scale com

ing from Glauber-Mueller,kG(x,Qs
2)51, which can be eas

ily extended for the nuclear case@10#.
In Fig. 2 one shows the Glauber-Mueller dipole cross s

tion and the GBW model@23#. We choose to compare them
9-6
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UNITARITY CORRECTIONS TO THE STRUCTURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 114019
due to the fact that GBW is actually a particular case of
Glauber-Mueller approach, considering an oversimplifi
profile function. We should show below that this fact allow
us to construct an extended saturation model with DGL
evolution @28# ~the BGK model!. In the lower plots, where
x51023 andx51024, the GM cross section underestimat
the GBW one. However, asx decreases the gluon distributio
in the proton rises producing a bigger dipole cross sect
This feature is clear in the upper plots, for smallerx51026

and x51027, where GM overestimates GBW by a signifi
cant factor mostly at intermediater values.

Finally, we show the connection between the Glaub
Mueller approach with the saturation model with DGLA
evolution @28#, observing that it is timely since the latter
quite efficient in describing data and its qualitative succ
corroborates quantitative QCD studies. Considering the
ticular case of central collisions, namely scattering at imp
parameter b50 (S5A/p RA

2), the Glauber-Mueller ap-
proach produces

sdipole
GM ~x,r ,b50!52E d2b~12e2(1/2)snucleon

qq̄ (x,r )(1/pRA
2
!.

~20!

The integration overb can be promptly carried out, an
introducing the notation for the proper normalization for t

dipole cross section,s0[2p*
0
RA

2

db252pRA
2 , Eq. ~20! re-

covers the simple expression for the saturation model D
LAP evoluted@28#:

sdipole
BGK ~x,r !5s0F12expS 2

p2r2as~m2!xG~x,m2!

3s0
D G .

~21!

For a phenomenological analysis, the parameters0 and
the scaleQ̃2 are determined from data in@28#. In our case,
it assumes the well defined values0512.22 mb, using
RA

255 GeV22. For a larger radius, for instanceRA
2

510 GeV22, one obtains a values0524 mb, closer to the
GBW one. Here, the virtuality scale isQ̃254/r 2, whereas
BGK choose the parametric formQ̃2[m25C/r 21m0

2 and a
two-parameter initial condition for the gluon distributio
function.

IV. UNITARITY EFFECTS IN ep COLLISIONS

This section is devoted to the study and estimate of
gluon-driven observables measured at the HERA kinema
domain in the rest frame. The first one is the inclusive str
ture functionF2(x,Q2), the main quantity testing the smallx
physics. The unitarity corrections are well established
this observable considering the Glauber-Mueller appro
@12# as well as its high energy asymptotics@17#, namely the
black disk limit. We review these issues considering the
pole picture~rest frame!, using a more complete analys
similar to @23,24#, but mostly, we discuss in detail the ro
played by the nonperturbative physics needed to describe
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structure function, and where in the transverse separatior
range it starts to be important.

The longitudinal structure functionFL(x,Q2) is also ad-
dressed, verifying the frame invariance in comparison w
previous laboratory frame calculations@13#. The longitudinal
wave function strongly suppresses larger contributions, thus
selecting smaller nonperturbative contribution in comparis
with the F2 case. Moreover,FL is one of the main observ
ables scanning possible higher twist corrections in the s
dard operator product expansion~OPE! @8#. Therefore, a rea-
sonable description of this quantity suggests that
Glauber-Mueller formalism~or similar eikonal-like ap-
proaches! take into account the most important contributio
to the complete higher-twist corrections at current kinem
cal regimes.

The structure functionF2
cc̄(x,Q2) gives the charm quark

content on the proton and is directly driven by the glu
distribution. Therefore it is a powerful observable to sc
saturation effects in the smallx region. However, the curren
experimental status requires more dedicated measurem
and better statistics. We verify a consistent description in
rest frame corroborating the similar analysis in the dip
models @22,29# and in those models considering unitari
corrections in the laboratory frame@13#.

A. The inclusive structure function F 2„x,Q2
…

Now we perform estimates for the inclusive structu
function in the rest frame considering the Glauber-Muel
dipole cross section. The expression forF2, with the explicit
integration limits on photon momentum fractionz and trans-
verse separationr, is

F2~x,Q2!5
Q2

4p2aem
E

0

`

d2rE
0

1

dz

3@ uCT~z,r !u21uCL~z,r !u2#

3sdipole
GM ~x,r2!. ~22!

The notation has been introduced in the preceding s
tions. In Fig. 3 one shows the estimates for the struct
function for representative virtualitiesQ2 from the latest H1
Collaboration measurements@30#. The longitudinal and
transverse contributions are shown separately, the longit
nal one being subdominant as is well known. An effecti
light quark mass (u,d,s quarks! was taken, with the value
mq5300 MeV, and the target radius is consideredRA

2

55 GeV22, in agreement with Ref.@14#. It should be
stressed that this value leads to larger saturation correct
rather than using the radius ranging overRA

2;8
215 GeV22. The soft contribution comes from the freezin
of the gluon distribution at large transverse separation
discussed in the preceding section. The gluon distribut
considered is GRV94 at leading order@27#, xGGRV(x,4/r 2),
whose choice has been justified in the preceding section

From the plots we verify a good agreement in the norm
ization; however, the slope seems quite steep. This fact is
to the modeling for the soft contribution and it suggests t
9-7
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FIG. 3. The Glauber-Mueller result for theF2(x,Q2) structure function. Shown are the transverse contribution~dot-dashed!, the longi-
tudinal contribution-~dashed!, and the total-contribution~solid line!. One considers light quarks, target radiusRA

255 GeV22, and frozen
gluon distribution at larger .r cut . The input gluon distribution is GRV94LO@27# and data from H1 Collaboration@30#.
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a more suitable nonperturbative input should be taken.
deed, in Ref.@24# such a question is addressed, claiming t
the correct input is the pion-proton cross section para
etrized through the Donnachie-Landshoff Pomeron. It
found that the large transverse separations give a larger
tribution at low Q2, whereas it vanishes concerning high
virtualities.

To clarify this issue, we can calculate the integra
Hqq̄(r ,x,Q2) used in ther integration for the cross sectio
sT5*0

`drHqq̄T(r ,x,Q2), which should have significant non
perturbative content. We plot in Fig. 4 this quantity at lo
11401
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r

virtuality Q252 GeV2 and at a higher oneQ2530 GeV2

for the momentum fraction with the range 1024,x,1022,
verifying that the main contribution comes from an asy
metric peak atr'0.15 fm for Q252 GeV2, while it is
shifted tor'0.07 atQ2530 GeV2. In our calculation, the
perturbative contribution holds up tor cut50.62 fm, there-
fore the regionr .r cut gives a nonmarginal contribution t
the cross section at low virtualities. Indeed, one has fou
that it reaches about 10% atQ252 GeV2 and that when the
virtuality increases the contribution gradually vanishes.
fact, using the most recent PDF’s this situation is more cr
FIG. 4. The integrandHqq̄T(r ,x,Q2) as a function ofr for Q252 andQ2530 GeV2 at fixed 1025,x,1022.
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FIG. 5. The Glauber-Mueller prediction for theF2 structure function in the rest frame. For the sake of comparison with the results in@12#,
one uses the quark sector (RA

255 GeV22,mq50) and only the transverse wave function. Radius integration 1/Q2,r 2,1/Q0
2 and soft

Pomeron added@parametrizing the large pair separation—F2
soft5Csoftx

20.08(12x)10# @12#.
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cal sincer cut is smaller (Q0
2;122 GeV2). This suggests

that the photon pieceuCT(z,r )u2 multiplying the dipole cross
section enhances ther integrand to smallerr at high Q2,
corroborating a similar conclusion already found in R
@24#.

To clarify the role played by the soft nonperturbative co
tribution to the inclusive structure function and to verify th
frame invariance of the approach, in Fig. 5 we plot separa
the perturbative contribution and parametrize the soft con
bution introducing the nonperturbative structure functi
F2

soft5C softx20.08(12x)10 @12#, which is added to the pertur
bative one. The soft piece normalization isC soft50.22. Such
a procedure is done in order to compare explicitly the res
found in Ref.@12#. Accordingly, we have used just shadow
ing corrections for the quark sector, taking into account o
the transverse photon wave function and zero quark m
The integration on the transverse separation is taken
1/Q2<r 2<1/Q0

2, with Q0
250.4 GeV2 for the leading order

GRV94 gluon distribution. This leads to a residual contrib
tion absorbed in the the soft piece coming from transve
separationsr 2,1/Q2. We considered the target radius bei
RA

255 GeV2 ~supported by@14#!, which produces a correc
tion more important than the valueRA

2510 GeV2. It is again
verified that the soft contribution is important at small virt
alities and its importance decreases as it gets larger. In
plots, the dot-dashed lines represent only the perturba
calculations using the particular approximations indica
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above, and the solid lines represent the results when we
the soft term.

Concluding, we have a theoretical estimate, i.e., no fitt
procedure, of the inclusive structure functionF2(x,Q2)
through the Glauber-Mueller approach for the dipole cro
section, detecting a non-negligible importance of a suita
input for the large dipole size region.

B. The longitudinal structure function F L„x,Q2
…

As we saw in Sec. II, the inclusive structure function c
be expressed in terms of the cross sectionssT andsL for the
absortion of virtual photons transversally and longitudina
polarized,F2(x,Q2)5(Q2/4paem)(sT1sL). At smallx, the
longitudinal structure function is

FL~x,Q2!5
Q2

4paem
sL~x,Q2!. ~23!

From QED, the longitudinal photons have zero helicityh
50) and therefore they have a virtual character. In the na
parton model, the helicity conservation for the electroma
netic vertex implies the Callan-Gross relationF252xF1 and
consequently a vanishing value for the longitudinal struct
function FL[F222xF1, considering the scattering photo
quarks~spin 1/2!. From QCD theory, this quantity has a no
zero value due to the gluon radiation, as is encoded in
Altarelli-Martinelli expression~see the discussion in@13#!
9-9
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FIG. 6. The Glauber-Mueller estimates for theFL structure function. One uses light quarks (mq5300 MeV), target sizeRA
2

55 GeV22, and frozen gluon distribution at larger. Data are from the H1 Collaboration.
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FL~x,Q2!5
as~Q2!

2p
x2E

x

1dy

y3 F8

3
F2~x,Q2!

1
40

9
y G~y,Q2!S 12

x

yD G , ~24!

where y5Q2/sx is the inelasticity variable. Therefore, th
structure functionFL is an auxiliary observable to dete
saturation effects~unitarity corrections! in the gluon distribu-
tion.

Experimentally, the determination of theFL is quite lim-
ited, providing few data points. Most recently, the H1 Co
laboration has determined the longitudinal structure funct
through the reduced double differential cross section@30#,

s r[F2~x,Q2!2
y2

Y1
•FL~x,Q2!, ~25!

where Y1511(12y)2. For large inelasticity, the reduce
cross section becomes (F22FL) and the contribution ofFL
is enhanced for largey. The longitudinal structure function
should be obtained only in the region of large inelastic
covered in a large range at HERA. In Ref.@30#, two methods
were used to perform the extraction:~i! for large Q2

.10 GeV2, FL is obtained through the extrapolatio
method, using a NLO DGLAP QCD fit~in the restricted
kinematic rangey,0.35 andQ2<3.5 GeV2) to extrapolate
F2 into the highy region. ~ii ! At low Q2,10 GeV2, the
behavior ofF2 as a function of lny is obtained using the
derivative method, based on the cross section deriva
(]s r /] ln y)Q2. The data points obtained are consistent w
the previous measurements; however, they are more pre
and lie in a broader kinematical range. Therefore, in the
lowing we use only the new data points to analyze.
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In Fig. 6 we present the estimates for theFL structure
function, in representative virtualities as a function ofx. For
the calculations, it was considered light quarks (u,d,s) with
effective massmq5300 MeV and the target radiusRA

2

55 GeV22. The larger region is considered by the freezin
of the gluon distribution at that region. Our expression
the observable is then

FL~x,Q2!5
Q2

4p2aem
E

0

`

d2rE
0

1

dzuCL~z,r !u2sdipole
GM ~x,r2!.

~26!

The behavior is in agreement with the experimental res
each in shape as in normalization. A better description can
obtained by fine tuning the target size or the conside
gluon distribution function; however, it should be stress
that the present prediction is parameter-free and determ
using the dipole picture taking into account unitarity~satura-
tion! effects in the effective dipole cross section. We ver
that the rest frame calculation, taking into account the dip
degrees of freedom and unitarity effects, produces sim
conclusions to those ones using the Breit system. For
stance, in a previous work@13#, the unitarity corrections to
the longitudinal structure function were estimated in t
laboratory frame considering Eq.~24!, with unitarized ex-
pressions forF2 andxG(x,Q2), obtaining that the expecte
corrections reach 70% as ln(1/x)515, namely on the kine-
matical sector of the upcoming THERA project.

The higher twist corrections to the longitudinal structu
function have been pointed out. For instance, Bartelset al.
@8# have calculated numerically the twist-four correctio
and found that they are large forFT andFL , although with
opposite signs. This fact leads from the remaining small
fects to the inclusive structure function by almost a compl
9-10
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UNITARITY CORRECTIONS TO THE STRUCTURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 114019
cancellation between those contributions. The higher tw
content is analyzed considering the model@23# as an initial
condition.

ConcerningFL , it was found that the twist-four correc
tion is large and has negative signal, concluding that a le
ing twist analysis ofFL is unreliable for highQ2 and not too
smallx. The results are in agreement with the simple para
etrization for higher twist~HT! studied by the Martin, Rob-
erts, Stirling, and Thorne~MRST! in Ref. @31#, where
F2

HT(x,Q2)5F2
LT(x,Q2)$11@D2

HT(x)/Q2#%. The second
term would parametrize the higher twist content. In our ca
the unitarity corrections provide an important amount
higher twist content; namely, it takes into account some
the several graphs determining the twist expansion~for re-
cent discussions in these issues, see@32#!.

C. The charm structure function F 2
cc̄
„x,Q2

…

In perturbative QCD, the heavy quark production in t
electron-proton interaction occurs basically through phot
gluon fusion, in which the emitted photon interacts with
gluon from the proton generating a quark-antiquark p
Therefore, the heavy quark production allows us to de
mine the gluon distribution and the amount of unitarity~satu-
ration! effects for the observable. In particular, charmed m
sons have been measured at deep inelastic at HERA an

corresponding structure functionF2
cc̄(x,Q2) is defined from

the differential cross section for thecc̄ pair production,

d2scc̄

dxdQ2
5

2paem

xQ4
@11~12y!2#F2

cc̄~x,Q2!, ~27!

with y being the inelasticity variable. In the laboratory fram
the dominant mechanism is the boson-gluon fusiong* G

→cc̄. Hence, the charm structure function is directly driv
by the gluon distribution and provides constraints for t
gluonic function. In leading order~LO!, it is written as@13#

F2~x,Q2,mc
2!5

4as~mF
2 !

9p E
acx

1 dy

y
Cg,2

c S x

y
,
mc

2

Q2D xG~y,mF
2 !,

~28!

whereac5@11(mc
2/Q2)#. The mass factorization scale lie

in the rangemc
2<mF

2<4 (Q214mc
2). Such a scale introduce

an uncertainty of about 10%, and an additional source
uncertainty is the charm mass, in general ranging on
<mc<1.7 GeV. The standard QCD coefficient function
labeled byCg,2

c (z,mc
2/Q2).

Experimentally, the latest measurements of the cha
structure function are obtained by measuring mesonsD* 6

production@33#. From the theoretical input, it was used
NLO coefficient functions, considering charm massmc
51.4 GeV and the factorization-normalization scalemF

5AQ214mc
2. The functionF2

cc̄(x,Q2) shows an increase
with decreasingx at constant values ofQ2, whereas the rise
becomes more intense at higher virtualities. The data
consistent with the NLO DGLAP calculations. Concerni
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the ratioRcc̄5F2
cc̄/F2, the charm contribution toF2 grows

steeply asx diminishes. It contributes less than 10% at lo
Q2 and reaches to about 30% forQ2.120 GeV2 @33#.

Once more the color dipole picture will provide quite
simple description for the charm structure function in a fa
torized way. Now, the Glauber-Mueller dipole cross sect
is weighted by the photon wave function constituted by acc̄
pair with massmc . Our expression for the charmed contr
bution in deep inelastic is thus written as

F2
cc̄~x,Q2!5

Q2

4p2aem
E

0

`

d2rE
0

1

dz

3@ uCT
cc̄~z,r !u21uCL

cc̄~z,r !u2#

3sdipole
GM ~x,r2!, ~29!

whereuCT,L
cc̄ (z,r )u2 is the probability of finding in the photon

thecc̄ color dipole with the charmed quark carrying fractio
z of the photon’s light-cone momentum withT,L polariza-
tions. For the correspondent wave functions, the quark m
in Eqs. ~2!, ~3! should be substituted by the charm qua
massmc . Here, we should take care of the connection b
tween the Regge parameterx5(W21Q2)/(Q214 mq

2) and
the Bjorken variablexBj . For calculations with the light
quarks these variables are equivalent; however, for hea
quarks the correct relation is@29#

xBj5xS Q2

Q214mc
2D . ~30!

In Fig. 7 we show the estimates for the charm struct
function as a function ofxBj @Eq. ~30!# for representative
virtualities. In our calculations, the charm mass used w
mc51.5 GeV, the target sizeRA

255 GeV22, and the frozen
gluon distribution at larger. We have verified a small sof
contribution as in theFL case, decreasing as the virtuali
rises. There is a slight sensitivity to the value of the cha
mass, increasing the overall normalization asmc diminishes.
Such a feature suggests that the charm mass is a hard
suppressing the nonperturbative contribution to the co
sponding cross section, which is in agreement with the rec
Balitskiı̆-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov~BFKL! color dipole calcu-
lations of Nikolaev and Zoller@29# and Donnachie and Do
sch @22#.

Regarding the Breit system description, in Ref.@13#
strong corrections were found to the charm structure fu
tion, which are larger than those of theF2 ones making
use of expression ~28!. Considering the ratio R2

c

5F2
cGM(x,Q2)/F2

cDGLAP(x,Q2), the corrections predicted b
the Glauber-Mueller approach would reach 62% at values
ln(1/x)'15 ~THERA region!. Then, an important result is
large deviation of the standard DGLAP expectations at sm

x for the ratioRcc̄5F2
cc̄/F2 due to the saturation phenomen

~unitarization!. With our calculation one verifies tha
9-11
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FIG. 7. The Glauber-Mueller result for theF2
cc̄ structure function as a function of the Bjorken variablex at fixed virtualities (in GeV2).

One uses charm massmc51.5 GeV, target sizeRA
255 GeV22, and frozen gluon distribution at larger. Data are from the ZEUS Collabo

ration @33# ~statistical errors only!.
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a good description was obtained of data in both refere
systems, suggesting a consistent estimation of the unita
effects for this quantity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We study the dipole picture for the description of de
inelastic scattering, focusing on observables driven dire
by the gluon distribution. Starting from the dipole cross s
tion provided by the Glauber-Mueller approach in QCD, w
perform estimates for the inclusive structure functionF2, the
longitudinal functionFL , and the charm structure functio

on the protonF2
cc̄ .

For each of the observables discussed, we obtain the
ical estimates, in the rest frame, without a further fitting p
cedure, in good agreement with the updated data fr
HERA. The resulting calculations corroborate a quite con
tent picture for the unitarity corrections from the Glaube
Mueller approach in both Breit and the rest reference s
tems. In the laboratory frame the unitarity effects a
connected with the gluon distribution function, whereas
the color dipole framework the basic block is the dipo
cross section which is corrected considering saturation
fects.

The small transverse separationr region is dominated by
the leading logarithmic DGLAP formalism, with the add
tional ingredient of the unitarization phenomenon as the m
mentum fraction acquires quite small values. Such corr
tions are associated with the taming of the gluon distribut
in the very smallx region, in general named the saturati
regime. However, it should be stressed that the Glau
Mueller approach and similar eikonal-like models provide
logarithmic ln(1/x) asymptotic behavior for the inclusiv
structure function and gluon distribution, instead of a co
stant value for asymptotic energies.

The large transverse separation is described by nonpe
11401
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-
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n
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ur-

bative aspects of QCD. Since this domain is not well de
mined at the moment, some modelling of the soft region
needed. In this work we choose theAnsatz in which the
gluon distribution is frozen for virtualities above a cut radi
r 2.r cut

2 , which corresponds to the regionQ2,Q0
2 . A conve-

nient choice for the gluon PDF in order to cover the wide
possible kinematical window diminishes the uncertain
coming from the soft sector. The most appropriated inpu
the GRV94 parametrization, wherer cut50.6 fm is found,
whereas it can take valuesr cut50.4–0.5 fm for the more
recent PDF’s. Throughout the paper we used the target
RA

255 GeV22, which corresponds to strong unitarity co
rections.

When performing a comparison with the phenomenolo
cal model GBW, we have found that the Glauber-Muel
approach underestimates the dipole cross section from G
at not smallx>1023. Instead, for very lowx<1024 the
Glauber-Mueller approach overestimates the GBW mo
due to the strong increase of the gluon function in this
gion. Concerning the saturation model with DGLAP evol
tion ~BGK!, it is a particular case of the GM approach wh
considering central scatteringb50. Despite that the BGK
model matches DGLAP evolution, the Glauber-Mueller a
proach describes more properly the realistic impact par
eter dependence of the process. Moreover, in the GM
proach the extension to the nuclear case is built in.

When considering the structure functionF2, we have
found that it is dominated by small transverse distance c
tributions. However, a non-negligible content from the s
sector is present. Moreover, the photon wave functions
hance the dipole cross section into smaller dipole sizes, s
the weight function selects smallerr as the virtualityQ2

diminishes. Our estimates here are parameter-free; howe
a fine tuning of the parameters can improve the data desc
tion. Furthermore, we notice that in calculations from@10#,
9-12
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only the aligned jet dipole configurationz,(12z)'0 ~and
the only transverse contribution! is considered, whereas w
take into account all configurations, including the symme
ones. Thus, all dipole sizes, even those from the nonpe
bative region, are included in our results.

ConcerningFL , the estimates are consistent with the p
vious calculations in the Breit system and are in good ag
ment with data. A remarkable feature is that the Glaub
Mueller approach in the color dipole framework giv
important higher twist contributions to the leading twist c
culation in a simple way. As is well known,FL is the main
quantity to study the expected higher twist effects in lo
virtualities.

The functionF2
cc̄ is directly dependent on the gluon di

tribution and important unitarity corrections had been fou
when considering the Breit frame. Here, we verify consist
results in the rest frame in comparison with the previo
ones in the fast proton system. We verified that the cha
.

C

11401
c
r-

-
e-
r-

d
t

s
m

mass suppressed soft contributions in comparison with
F2 case, and the results present a slight dependence with
specific value ofmc .

In conclusion, the Glauber-Mueller approach provides
well established formalism to take into account the unitar
effects. It allows us to estimate the higher twist contributio
to relevant observables in a simplified way, while matchi
DGLAP evolution equation at Born level and including th
impact parameter dependence properly.
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